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PREFACE.

/TAHE printing of these Reports has been delayed by various causes

mostly beyond my control, among which was my transference to

Calcutta before it was revised.

It will be seen that I have departed in one point from Sir George

Airy's instructions. I have left all the equations with seconds of space

as a unit, instead of taking the last step, and making the unit a second of

observed time. In all the calculations connected with the observations

near contact, I have felt that except in the contacts themselves, the pro-

bable error of observed time was of no importance, and that that of space

alone affected the result
;
in the case of the Alt-Azimuth Observations of

course it was the errors in space which were sought. Though I had

at one time intended also exhibiting these results here as proposed by

Sir G. Airy, I have finally left them, for uniformity, as they stand in my

papers.

The original memoranda of Observations, and one copy of the Com-

putations I shall, as early as possible, transmit to the Royal Observatory,

the other copy of Calculations I propose to retain.

J. F. TENNANT, Col., R.E.

H. M.'s Mint, Calcutta, \
May 21, 1877. J







REPORT
ON

THE TRANSIT OF VENUS.
On December 8, 1874.

PRELIMINARY.

^~\N March 21, 1872, the Astronomer Royal addressed me on the sub-

s'' ject of making observations of the Transit of Venus in India, with

especial regard to Photography. Before his letter reached me, I had gone
home for a short time, and his letter followed me

;
and on receiving it, I called

on Sir George Airy, and found that he had also addressed Colonel Walker

on the same subject. Finding that Colonel Walker was unable to do

anything, I commenced making enquiries about instruments, &c, and in

the meantime the British Association at their meeting passed a resolution

asking the Government of India to make arrangements for observing the

Transit of Venus, and to provide instruments, which were afterwards to

be transferred to a Solar Observatory.

A copy of the British Association's resolution having come into my
hands, I was able to join their authority to that of the Astronomer Royal

in addressing the Secretary of State, which I did on September 12. The

result was a reference to India, and after a long time it was determined

to procure the instruments for the Transit of Venus and Solar Observation.

The Photoheliograph alone was first ordered
;
but the delay had made

this too late, and it was only by Dr. De la Rue's kindly giving up an

instrument he had commissioned for his own use that it became possible

to provide for photographic observation. The other special instruments

were not finally ordered till the early part of 1874. Their manufacture

was superintended by Colonel Strange, who placed them in the hands of
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Messrs. Cooke of York. Probably instruments in hand were completed
for the occasion

;
but the short period available for preparation makes the

fact that all were ultimately used in December, very creditable to those

concerned, and fully accounts for the small defects, which were unavoidable

under such circumstances of hurry.

When it was determined that I should be employed to superintend the

observations, my first care was to select positions for the observing sta-

tions. The Punjab is often cloudy in December, and thus it was desirable

not to go too far west. Then it was absolutely necessary that there

should be some facilities for altering and repairing instruments which one

could hardly expect to find perfect in all respects, and (not knowing what

were coming) I contemplated getting what I could, and making the necessary

adaptations. As there was no hope of any of the party being specially

trained at Greenwich, it was considered necessary to provide that the

instruments should (if received) be in position for some time, and no

temporary structures could possibly have stood the burning heat of an

Indian hot season, and the heavy rains which follow. Hoping, too, to use

such parts of the Observatory as could be moved in the proposed estab-

lishment for Solar Physics, I was led to contemplate a much more substan-

tial style of Observatory than that sent with the English expeditions, and

one which would require some workshop facilities for its completion.

I, therefore, selected Roorkee, a station to which I was called by other

duty, for my main station, and I resolved, if possible, to send an officer to

some station to the West to observe the last contacts of Venus with the

Sun, and to use for this purpose a 6-inch telescope by Mr. Simms which

Government had enabled me to purchase in 1871 for the Eclipse observa-

tions at Dodabetta. If the specially-provided instruments had not arrived,

I should, by giving up the western expedition, still have been in a position

to make some observations at Roorkee. These arrangements having
been approved by Government, I waited for information as to the forms

of the new instruments before proceeding to design cover for them, but

at last (without this) I was obliged, in November 1873, to submit plans of

estimates for the proposed Observatory, which were sanctioned. I did not,

however, begin building (though the revolving domes were ordered) till

February 1874, still waiting for such details as might guide me. Shortly

after I had begun, I heard that the instruments had at last been ordered,
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but many points were still uncertain, and I was finally obliged to accom-

modate the clock and the Photoheliograph by placing large heavy stones

on the tops of the brick pillars I had prepared, which were too small.

Fortunately, with these exceptions, the arrangements proved convenient.

The general plan may be seen from the drawings. The piers for the

instruments are of brick-in-mortar as good as I could procure ;
each is

capped by a stone to carry the instrument. The walls up to the level of

the plinth are of similar construction, as also those of the round rooms

containing the instruments used in observing the actual Transit. The
walls of the rectangular building above the plinth are of brick laid in

mud and plastered outside with mortar and inside with earth, which gives

the Transit room the pleasantest color for working in that I know of.

The roof of this is a flat brick arch, tied at intervals with wrought-iron
rods. I adopted this construction on the recommendation of the Super-
intendent of the local workshops, who also sent men to put it up. It is

cheap, and in this case proved weather-proof, which is not its usual

character. The floors are all of wood and rest entirely on the walls,

leaving a space of from one-half to three quarters of an inch all round

the pillars.

The construction of the rotating domes was the source of very

serious delay. The middle of September came before even one was

thoroughly out of hand in a barely workable condition, and it was only

on the 1st October that all three were ready. The domes consist of

wooden frames on cast-iron curbs covered with zinc and lined with

wadded cloth to keep them fairly cool
; they are each turned by a handle,

which causes a pinion to act on teeth cast in the upper curb. They have

given a great deal of trouble from the hurried way in which they were

finished, but I believe would be quite efficient if taken down and properly

put up.

I have now to speak of my assistants. Captain Campbell, R.E.,

of the Great Trigonometrical Survey, was placed at my disposal by
Colonel Walker, the Superintendent : he had to go to England for a

short time in the end of 1873, and advantage was taken of this to employ
his services in examining and verifying the instruments : his knowledge
of them thus acquired was of essential service to me when they had

hurriedly to be put together, and I in every way benefited by his skill and
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experience. Early in 1874, I had borrowed the services of three men of

Her Majesty's 55th Regiment, whom I purposed instructing in Photography,
and I had intended exercising the general superintendence of this depart-

ment myself, believing that all work having been reduced to a routine, and

the instruments having been tried and put in thorough order, I should

have no difficulty in arranging any small assistance. The great delays of

which I have spoken, however, made the success of this plan doubtful,

as it gradually became evident that, instead of each instrument succes-

sively being adjusted and studied, all would have to be taken in hand at

once. I was, therefore, glad to learn that my old friend, Captain Water-

house, would, with the permission of Colonel Thuillier, R.A., (the Sur-

veyor General) be able to join me ;
and one of my trained Photographers

wishing to leave me at the last moment, I was glad to borrow one of the

men from Captain Waterhouse's office. The Roorkee party then stood

as follows :
—

Captain Campbell, R.E.

„ Waterhouse.

Sergeant Harrold, R.E.

Lance Corporal George,
Private Fox,

and I had a small establishment of natives to aid in the various duties.

The work was divided as follows :
—

Time determination Colonel Tennant.

Equatorial observations .... ,, ,,

Alt-Azimuth Captain Campbell.

Photoheliograph ,, Waterhouse.

A day or two before the Transit, Captain Heaviside, R.E., came to

Roorkee and kindly undertook to look after the Chronograph during the

observations, winding up the used records strips and putting in new ones

if necessary : he was also to observe the last contacts with the Royal

Society's telescope, by Slater, which he had brought with him.

My western station at Lahore was taken by Captain George Strahan,

R.E., also by permission of Colonel Thuillier; he was sole observer.

I shall in this Report deal with the Roorkee observations as made by

myself and Captain Campbell, and those made by Captain Strahan at

h H. M.'s 55th Regiment.
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Lahore, and I shall add a statement of the results deduced from Mr.

Hennessy's observations at Mussooree, which I have reduced for compa-
rison, though they were in no way under my superintendence.

The whole of the photographs with all data for their reduction have

been transmitted to the Astronomer Royal, to be dealt with like those

from other parties ;
and I have furnished all necessary information for

reducing them. I must leave the discussion of their results for the Astro-

nomer Royal, and have touched on this work solely to place on record

suggestions for future work.

DESCRIPTION AND POSITION OF ROORKEE.

Roorkee is a small station in the North-Western Provinces, about

20 miles easterly from the Railway Station at Saharanpore. It is near

the eastern edge of the high land included between the beds of the

Ganges and Jumna : immediately to the north-east is the bed of the

Solani, a torrent that issues from the Sewalik range and terminates in

the Ganges, and over which the Ganges canal is passed by a large aque-

duct to which Roorkee owes its existence, as, during the construction it

became the head-quarters of the Canal Department in the North-West-

ern Provinces, the site of extensive workshops, and of a College of Civil

Engineering : it has since been enlarged by becoming a small military

station. Over the bed of the Solani from N.N.W., nearly to the east, the

Sewalik range and the Himmaleh are seen in clear weather
;
some of the

great snow peaks rising high into the air. The geodesical position of

Roorkee, therefore, is not likely to agree with the astronomical determin-

ation.

In the cold season of 1873-74, Colonel Walker, R.E., Superintendent

of the Trigonometrical Survey, detached an officer of his department for

the purpose of connecting some points in Roorkee with the principal

triangulation of the survey that through them I might connect the observ-

atory with it. I found that connection by triangulation was impossible,
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owing to trees
;
but I made a traverse from Roorkee Great Trigonometri-

cal Survey Station, past the site of the Observatory and terminating in

the College dome. By this I find that the centre of my Transit pillar

is 45243 feet distant from Roorkee Station at an azimuth of 181 13' 58" :

whence its position by the elements of the Great Trigonometrical Survey
are (when reduced to Madras taken at its present accepted value as an

origin of longitude)
—

N. Lat. ... 29 51' 50*95.

E. Long. ... 77 52' 49*-i
=

5A. iito. 315-3.

The Photoheliograph and Alt-Azimuth pillars are each 19 feet

south of the Transit pillar, and the Equatoreal 53 feet South. I have

deduced from these data for the geocentric latitude of the equatoreal

29 41/ 57"
#

9, and have thought it sufficient to retain the same value for

the Alt-Azimuth.

In order to reduce the Alt-Azimuth observations, it is necessary to

have the astronomical latitude. This was accordingly determined by

Captain Campbell with the 36-inch theodolite by circum-meridian alti-

tudes of Nautical Almanac Stars with the following results :
—

By North Stars. By South Stars.

y Ursae Majoris, ... 29° 51' 33*63 8 obs. a. Hydrae ... 29° 51' 33*73 4obs.

* „ „ ... 34 -316 „ * Leonis ... 35*0810 „

* » „ ••• 33 '92 6 » P » ••• 32 '35 4 »

8 Crateris ... 33 "So 6 „

Mean by North Stars 29 51' 33*"95 Mean by South Stars 29 51' 33*67

General Mean 29 51' 33**8i N.

I have used 29 51' 33""8 for the reduction.

Of course, the longitude is also affected by the attraction of the

mountain ranges. Provisionally I assume it in the calculations as being

5A. : nw. : 31/oos. east, but I have been enabled, by the co-operation

of the Telegraph Department and Mr. Pogson, Director of the Madras

Observatory, to determine directly, with sufficient accuracy for my purpose,

the difference of longitude between Roorkee and Madras. A line of
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wires having been laid by the Field Telegraph Department of the Sappers
from the Observatory to the Telegraph Office in the station, was there

joined on to the main line, so that signals could be sent directly from the

Observatory to Agra where they were translated on to Bombay, and then

again translated to Madras. The best plan would, of course, have been

to have recorded the signals at each end on a chronograph also used for

transits, but I found it impossible to make these arrangements and the

following was the procedure. The signals at Roorkee were made by

tapping an ordinary key for every ioth second of the sidereal clock for

three minutes, and received by Mr. Pogson at Madras (who preferred his

ear to a chronograph), and who used his mean time clock of which he

considered the error and rate to be well known. The signals at Madras

were made in the same way, but I arranged that the same pricker of

my chronograph which was used in transits should be worked by its own

battery when the current from Agra passed through a relay in the Observ-

atory ; they were thus automatically recorded. Two exchanges of signals

were made on each night, but some were missed from various causes,

though very few. The results are as follows :
—

On May 31, 1875, I received from Madras in all 37 signals, one

being missed, and Mr. Pogson also received 37 signals, one being lost.

On June 2, I received 35 signals and Mr. Pogson 38, and on June 5,

we each received the full number of 38.

The deduced longitude is : Roorkee

West of Madras

May 31, 1875 ..
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a later night he observed a good many unknown stars,* both by eye and

ear and by chronograph, whence it was found that his chronograph transit

was later than that by eye and ear by 0*045., so that my chronograph
transit is 0*045. later than his transit by eye and ear. I have not the

data of the Madras comparison. A small correction 4- 0*045. has been

made to the times of Roorkee signals for the apparent retardation in record

(found by experiment) of signals made in the same way as those sent.

The longitude of Madras used is sensibly the same as that given

in Volume XVI., Royal Astronomical Society's Memoirs, by the late Mr.

Taylor, and indeed, I believe, no attempt has been made to determine

it since that time, 30 years ago. We have then—

Longitude of Madras $h. : 20m. : S7'Z7S - East of Greenwich.

Roorkee, West of Madras ... gm. : 26-185.

Longitude of Roorkee 5/'. : 11m. : 31*095. East.

which value is probably as good as can be given till chronographic deter-

minations are resorted to throughout.
The time required for signals to pass on the three nights was 0*245.,

0*245., and 0*225, the distance being 1,931 miles with two translations.

The second set (one-half) of signals from Roorkee was received at

Madras on each night by chronograph, as well as by ear, but the times

by chronograph differ systematically from those noted by Mr. Pogson by

ear, and as the transits were all taken by eye and ear I have preferred

adhering to Mr. Pogson's noted signals, thinking it more probable that he

referred signals and stars to the clock beat alike, than that the chronograph
recorded the signals in the same way that Mr. Pogson would have noted

transits.

When the longitude of some point in India has been determined by
the modern methods, it may possibly be worth while to ascertain again
the relative position of Roorkee, but it is hardly worth going further

till this work, most important in a scientific point of view, is carried out.

* The system of wires afterwards described is not what was used for this purpose. Finding the intervals too

great for convenient use, I had a new set of wires placed in the instrument, whose distances from the middle one

were approximately 32s., 16s., 8s., and 4s., on each side. The four outer wires were observed by the eye and ear

method, and the five inner ones with the chronograph.
-
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Indian longitude must eventually furnish the data for the Australian Colo-

nies and the large islands near the Equator, whence through China we

may hope to complete the whole circuit of the world and establish points

of reference everywhere. There is, of course, an alternative circuit

through Siberia, if the mere feat of surrounding the world were alone in

question, but India is an essential stepping stone to the British, Dutch

and Spanish Colonies, and I think that no time should be lost in estab-

lishing, beyond all doubt, the longitude of some point in the country with

all the accuracy attainable by modern appliances.

The height of my station was determined by connection with the

bench marks of the Ganges Canal which are connected with the lines of

level of the Great Trigonometrical Survey, and by them to the sea level

at Karachi. The floor of the Observatory has thus been found to be 876-2

feet above the sea. The effect of the mountain attraction, however,

would be to make this too small as an increment to the earth's radius

Vector. I have endeavored to allow for this by assuming the increment to

be 950 feet and the logarithm of ? (—^^—^ becomes 9-9996618,

of which five figures would be unaffected by any possible difference in

estimating the mountain masses.

ROORKEE STATION.

Determination of Local Time.

My first care was to secure the means of determining this essential.

Having occasion to go to Calcutta in December 1873, I examined the

stock of the Government there, and selected a Portable Transit of 30
inches focus which seemed little used, and directed that it should be put in

order for me. It reached me a couple of months later, and as soon as I

had any cover for it I lost no time in testing it. To my disappointment the

results were hopelessly wild. It was only after weeks of trouble during
c
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the hottest weather in experiment and rectification of defects that I got
it to work at all

; then, with great caution in touching it, it would give

fairly accordant results, though the position was in a constant state of

change with temperature. The transit made for the purpose of these

observations only reached me on November 24, and it was immediately

put in position. It was impossible, however, to use it with any satisfac-

tion till various changes were made, and at that late period I was very

unwilling to undertake these, but a natural reluctance to revert to an

unstable instrument and the advantages [urged by Captain Campbell] of

reflection observation of the wires if I could get them visible, induced me
to enter on this work ; the necessary alterations in the illumination of

the wires and adaptation of the eyepieces were made, and it was hoped
that the difficulty of seeing the wires by reflection was got over.

This instrument (by Messrs. Cooke and Sons) is, I understand, a

combined design of Mr. Cooke, Colonel Strange, and Professor Magnaghi.

A strong central cube carries the frusta of the cones which form the Tran-

sit axis on two of its sides, and the tube- of the Telescope is fastened to

other two. The object glass has an aperture of 3 inches, and a focal

length of about 34I ;
the eye end is furnished with two micrometers at

right angles to each other; one carried the system of Transit wires, and

the other a single wire to be used in conjunction with a delicate level for

determining latitude by means of differences of Zenith distance. The
Transit axis is i8£ inches long, and terminates in (what are apparently)
steel pivots resting in segmental bearings. Both pivots are perforated,

but the light passing through one alone falls on the wires after its reflection

from a small metal surface in the centre of the cube. There is only one

setting circle near the eye end of the telescope which is counterpoised
on the other side

;
its verniers read to half a minute and are con-

nected with two levels, one of which is the fine one for use with the

vertical micrometer. The pillars carrying the bearings of the Transit

axis are cast in one mass with a weighty base plate. Pillars and plate

turn on a second plate to which they can be firmly bolted in any position,

and a slow motion for accurate relative adjustment is supplied. The
lower portion is supported on 3 foot screws of Colonel Strange's pattern,

and is furnished with a few divisions to enable the direction of the Transit

axis to be changed by a right angle so as to allow Transits to be taken in
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the prime vertical. There is a very convenient reversing apparatus which

enables the collimation to be determined with a single collimator. The
inclination of the Transit axis to the horizon is determined by viewing
the wires by reflection from Mercury. Levels were supplied to be attach-

ed to the central cube for the purpose of watching the flexture of the

Transit axis
;

I have not used these except for roughly levelling on occa-

sion
;

I have no description of their adjustments ;
have failed to find

any convenient mode of making them ;
and believe that they are perfectly

unnecessaiy.

As a Transit, the performance of this instrument is excellent : I believe

time can be determined with it as well as in any permanent Observatory.
In its other capacities I have no experience of it

;
but I am disposed to

think that it would be better without the arrangement for differences of

Zenith distance whose micrometer is inconvenient when using a high

power diagonal eyepiece ;
a very much better arrangement, I think, would

be to have only a single micrometer which could be turned round so as to

have the moveable wires either vertical or horizontal.

The clock is by Messrs. Cooke and Sons : it does not seem to have

any peculiarity. It marks a chronograph by means of a wheel (on the

same axis as the scape wheel) of which the teeth pass a spring just

before the scape wheel is stopped by the pallets ;
one tooth, as usual,

being cut away to leave out the mark at the even minute. Three jour-

neymen clocks or dials were also worked by the same clock, the contacts

for this purpose were made by a pin on the pendulum which, in the mid-

dle of its beat, depressed an agate stud and thus pressed two springs into

contact. This has not been found satisfactory. It worked (after a

great deal of trouble) for some time, but the contacts became burnt, and

I have reason to believe that it affected the rate of the clock very

irregularly.

All time signals from every source were recorded on a chronograph

specially made by Messrs. Cooke and Sons. My plans for observing the

Transit of Venus originally involved a large number of Transits, both

with an alt-azimuth and equatoreal. It seemed to me impossible that

writing down eye and ear observations could meet the want, and I was,

therefore, desirous of having a chronograph which should record all the

times of observation. As regards the Photoheliograph, anything which
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should give the time of observation, even to a quarter of a second, would

answer, and as regarded any of the other instruments it seemed to me
that if the probable error of a reading were as small as that of an observ-

ation in the old way, there would be a gain, and looking to the large pro-
bable error of eye and ear, and even chronograph- recorded observations

of Transits, it seemed that extreme accuracy of motion might be dispensed
with

;
and that, even limited as the time for preparation would be, a suffi-

ciently good apparatus could be made to record the observations of several

instruments on different pieces of paper. Messrs. Cooke and Sons have,
under Colonel Strange's instructions, made an instrument which, I

believe, is adequate to any astronomical work, and which furnishes separate
records of four instruments at a very moderate cost. The mode of gov-

erning the motion is by a clock precisely similar to that which is used by
the Messrs. Cooke and Sons for their equatoreals with success: it must be

evident to all, I think, that an arrangement which can keep a star bear-

ably on a wire must be quite adequate to produce a movement equable

enough for ordinary chronographic work, and I believe it does so. The
bevel wheel on the clock, which usually drives the shaft leading to the

tangent screw of the polar axis, is here made to drive a long horizontal

shaft, which again drives a transverse shaft at each end of the table.

The ends of the transverse shafts have wheels fastened on them, which

draw out the fillets of paper on which the record is made. Each fillet

has to pass under two prickers, one for the clock, and the other for the

observer. The instrument has, on the whole, answered well : the princi-

pal trouble has been from the fillets becoming, displaced. This is, I

believe, principally due to the size in the paper, which becomes hard in

dry weather, and does not readily bend round the rollers, hence the paper

occasionally slips off the guides and stops the clock. Suitable guides

will prevent this, and I prevented any mischief from this cause for a

long time, though unfortunately I did not know of the defect when the

chronograph was most wanted. There is, of course, a correction, differ-

ing for each record, to reduce the mark of the observer's pricker to that

clock, but it is very small, and I have not thought the refinement of using

it necessary.

The whole of the Transits for the determination of time were made

by me. The places of the stars employed were mostly taken from the
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Nautical Almanac for 1874, but I have used some others, of which I

annex a list, with their adopted places for 1874/0, and the authorities for

the places
—

Stars' names.
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8026, 8215, 651, 896, and 879 over the wires A and G. Hence the equa-

torial intervals adopted to that day, inclusive, are—
A to D. B to D. C to D. E to D. F to D. G to D.

S. S. S. S. S. S.

+ 5513673 + 27-55724 + 13-80762
- 1372658 -

27-44521 -
55-17169

On November 29, I became convinced that the plane of the image
of the wires seen after reflection was not that of the wires seen directly ;

this was corrected next day, and on December 14, I observed Transits

of B. A. C. 7167, 8074, 8124, 8217, 8334, 39, 86, 194, and 280 for wire

intervals. These were deduced in the usual way to be as follows :
—

A to D. B to D. C to D. E to D. F to D. G to D.

s. s. s. s. s. s.

+ 55-2710 + 27-6021 + 13-5739
-

I3"5988
-

27-4800 - 55-1016

The observations, however, being less accordant than I could have

wished, I have deduced the value of a revolution of the screw by compar-

ing the sum of these intervals with the sum of the distances by screw,

whence 1 Rev. = 3-968255., and I have used the intervals (calculated from

micrometer intervals), which follow in preference to the last—
A to D. B to D. C to D. E to D. F to D. G to D.

S. S. S. S. S. S.

+ 5507455 4- 27-52616 +1379205 - 1371110 -27-41426 -55.10947

The position of the optical axis of the telescope has been deter-

mined by taking five readings of the cross of the Collimator in each

position of the instrument. From December 1, this has been done

both before and after observing. Up to November 30, the inclination

of the Transit axis was occasionally found to be best got by superposing
the wire on its ill-defined image: after that date it has always been

placed so as to touch its image alternately on each side, and the inclina-

tion observed both before and after taking the night's Transits.

The instrumental corrections have been computed as follows:—
Collimation correction for centre wire = reading of micrometer for

optical axis— reading for Transits— 0*00455. (for diurnal aberration.)

Level correction = reading for optical axis — reading at coincidence

of direct and reflected wires.
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The azimuth correction has been determined nightly by stars above
and below the pole, except on November 28, when a north and south
star were used, and on November 29, when two south stars are com-
bined with a north one, and each night's Transits was reduced by the

azimuth as determined on that night. It being now evident from the

Collimator readings that the changes of azimuth of the instrument after

December 2 are rather the result of errors of determination than of

instrumental changes, I proceeded to reduce all the clock errors to what
would have been obtained on the hypothesis that the azimuth remained
after this day constant at its mean value up to December Ji, and the last

column shows the clock error so adjusted.

The table on the following page shows the information necessary
for deducing the clock's errors and the mean corrections as reduced.

It is to be understood that I mean by
" clock correction" the time

which is algebraically additive to the clock time, in order to get sidereal

time, and the clock rate is the increase of clock correction in 24 hours.

The following table shows the clock time of mean of observations, the

correction and rate for each day from December 3 to December 11 :
—

Date.
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THE PHOTOHELIOGRAPH.

I had intended, as I have before said, to take the work with this

instrument under my own supervision. I believed that I should have had

ample opportunities for experiment and for instructing assistants, as

during the Transit of Venus the work would be merely of routine. I

did, in fact, instruct three men of Her Majesty's 55th in all the ordinary

operations of wet collodion photography, but the instrument was late,

and cover for it later, nor did the special chemicals arrive early enough.
I had, therefore, no means of experimenting on dry plates, and it was
evident that I should be so much pressed with the arrangements gene-

rally, and that unless I abandoned other work, I should have great

difficulty in arranging for the Photoheliograph. It was, therefore, very

acceptable to learn that my old Assistant Captain Waterhouse, would

be again able with the Surveyor General's permission to join me and

relieve me of this instrument, and that he could bring a man who was
used to photographic operations to aid him. Captain Waterhouse, even

before joining me, entered very zealously into the question of dry plates,

and made hundreds of experiments in Calcutta, where he succeeded well

with them.

As soon as I had cover, I placed the instrument approximately in posi-

tion, about which there was no difficulty ;
but when I sought to complete

its adjustment, I found that I could only use the sun, as stars and planets

were invisible in the Camera. After some trouble I got a small telescope

fixed onto the leaden counterpoise, and I was thus able to use the stars

for adjustment and get the polar axis into position with reasonable facility

and sufficient accuracy. Having done this, I made the instrument over

to Captain Waterhouse, who was quite competent for the photographic

business. He has furnished me with a detailed report of his operations,

a copy of which has been sent to the Astronomer Royal, together with

all the photographs, it being intended that the measurement and reduc-

tions shall be made precisely as for the British Government's expeditions.
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I shall, therefore, here only speak of the instrument and such points as

nearly a year's experience of working it have brought to my notice.

As to processes for Photographing.
— In the first place all dry pro-

cesses failed in giving satisfactory results at Roorkee. Years ago
when stationed there, I had met with similar results, and had become

doubtful whether it was desirable to adopt such uncertain procedures, but

I hoped that the difficulty would yield to systematic experiment. It is

evident, however, that want of knowledge cannot account for Captain

Waterhouse's difficulties with processes he had proved in Calcutta, and

the only solution which occurred to us was that particles of lime from the

walls must be floating about in the dust inevitable in a dry climate. The

great difficulty we had before experienced with Mr. De la Rue's procedure

with a simply iodized collodion made us both feel more confidence in

bromoiodized collodion developed with an iron and sugar solution which

(as we found in 1871), gives nearly as fine a deposit as pyro-gallic acid.

I have since found that this was unfortunately the worst developer we could

have used. The fact is that there is a superabundance of light and a deve-

loper whose great feature is the bringing out of slight impressions of light

without solarizing the brighter parts is just what is not wanted. I have

succeeded best with a pyro-gallic solution greatly restrained by citric acid,

and next to this with iron similarly restrained. The best results have

been with some collodion made after a formula I used in preparing for

Captain Waterhouse, and some are quite equal to the best dry plates;*

but I have used various mixtures of Thomas' collodions with fair success,

though I am disposed to think his collodion for iron development, as good
as any of these if used alone.

The instrument seems to me to vibrate too readily, but its weight
would probably be a good deal increased if this were rectified entirely.

The great defect appears to be want of flatness of field : greatly as the

enlarging lens has been improved, it seems to me to share the defect in

this respect of all photographic lenses. It is possible to get fair defini-

tion over the central part of the sun, but the outer portion of the disc

it seems quite impossible to define, so that the picture of a spot shall be

* My latest experience has shown me that in using a highly bromized collodion for this instrument it is very

necessary to be careful that the plates do not stay too long in the sensitizing solution. With this precaution, I believe,

good pictures of the sun showing all the detail the instrument can give are easily obtained.
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reasonably sharp. If this cannot be remedied with a lens of so short a

focus, then possibly it might be desirable to increase the whole size of the

instrument, and use a longer focal length in the enlarging lens, and fail-

ing this, I fear, the long focus lenses used by the American parties will

have a great advantage.

If the Photoheliograph is to be employed at stations near the con-

tacts in 1882, I would point out that this defect is of the very greatest

importance. At these places I would use some form of Dr. Janssen's

plateholder revolving in five minutes, and giving a picture every five

seconds, and thus record cusp distances from which the actual contacts

could be deduced, and also measures of the planet's distance from the

limb. The distances to be measured being comparatively small, the

scale might, I think, be inferred with sufficient accuracy from pictures of

the whole solar disc when the planet is on it, but to make this arrange-
ment hopeful, I conceive that the greatest sharpness of definition and free-

dom from distortion is essential.

In any case the moments of exposure should be automatically

registered. This was done at Roorkee with the square plates in the

following way : blades forming a pair of shears were attached to the two

parts of a signal key of the pattern sent out for use with the chronograph,
these being used to cut the cord, on severing which a slit flashed across

the field and gave the exposure ;
the same pressure on the key thus cut

the thread and made the contact which marked on the chronograph. The
manner in which the exposures on the Janssen's plates were made to

record themselves is shown in Mr. De la Rue's account of the dark

slide in Royal Astronomical Society's Monthly Notices, Vol. XXXIV,
p. 347. I do not think the above arrangement for recording exposures of

the square plates perfect, for it was hurriedly got up and not very well

executed ;
but well made it would be quite efficient in giving a better

record than could be got from a chronometer
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EQUATOREAL INSTRUMENT.

This was in my own charge. It is by Messrs. Cooke and Sons of

York, of 6 inches aperture and about 82 inches focal length, and being, I

believe, of their usual pattern requires no particular description. The
main instrument with the usual fittings (except a parallel wire micrometer)
and a double image micrometer by Mr. Simms reached me towards the

end of October. Its shelter was ready, being a circular building 15 feet

in internal diameter covered by a revolving roof: an opening 30 inches

wide with shutters gives the means of examining any part of the sky from

the zenith to the horizon.

No time was lost in putting this instrument in position, an operation
in which I was greatly assisted by Captain Campbell. Having adjusted
it so that the polar axis pointed within a few seconds of the true pole, I

at once set to work on the double image micrometer, an instrument of

which I had no previous experience. I had asked for means of determin-

ing differences of right ascension and declination
;
these did not come

with the instrument and it was doubtful if they would arrive in time (when

they did arrive in the middle of December I found that it was impossible

to use them) and I was thus obliged to take to an instrument which I had

never used, and which I had never heard was even likely to come. Fortu-

nately for the purposes of such work as the Transit of Venus it is singu-

larly easy to manage, and the only trouble is the determination of scale,

a process which I think it would not be difficult to facilitate very greatly.

The transit instrument, determination of micrometer scale, and

measures of double stars for practice, kept me constantly employed in the

evenings. The afternoons, after Captain Strahan's arrival on November

1, were devoted, whenever possible, to observations of the model of the

Transit of Venus in order to determine our relative equations. It was

impossible to use this model as at Greenwich, for the tube of the Cooke

Equatoreal is only complete when it is mounted and there was no means

of putting another telescope near it. I was obliged therefore to place
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Captain Strahan's (Simms') Telescope, whose tube admitted of it, on a

temporary support outside the observatory and we had to adjust two

heliostats at some distance behind the model, so that one threw the sun

light into each telescope. The model and heliostats were placed on

a building (the Magistrate's office) across the Meerut road, and the

result was far from satisfactory. In any case a ray of light passing for

some 140 yards not very far from the surface of the dry earth would be

greatly disturbed in India, but to this was added the dust from traffic on

the road, and the interruptions caused by clouds, and the losses of observa-

tions from one telescope having a good image, while the other was badly
illuminated. Owing, too, to the distance of the telescopes it was abso-

lutely necessary to interchange the observers, as there was a sensible

equation due to the positions of the telescopes.

Captain Campbell's equation was determined at Greenwich by refer-

ence to Father Sidgreave and Captain Browne. It has been found here

that I observe such a phenomenon as we saw in the model earlier than

Captain Campbell by 0*775., and that Captain Strahan again observed

it earlier than I by 0*345., or i*iis. earlier than Captain Campbell. Also

by direct comparison between Captains Campbell and Strahan, it was
found that the latter observed earlier by i*o8s. : showing, I think, that the

comparisons fairly represented our estimates. But we saw no phenomenon
of the same kind during the Transit itself, and I question if the com-

parisons are applicable : I have therefore not used them.

Of course, my first object was to observe the contacts as accurately
as possible. The first external contact could not be observed, the Sun

being too low, but soon afterwards I began measuring cusp distances.

Dial Time.
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Only the last four observations have been used for deducing the

contact internally, the others being taken at too great a distance from the

contact. The micrometer measures have been converted into space by

using the value of a revolution determined from a large number of transits

of stars not far from the pole, which gave it 16-0625" ± 0-0132*, and the

refractions are computed by the formula of Professor Chauvenet's work.

The contact of limbs was observed at 12A. 42m. 305. by dial.

This dial was set by the Transit clock before observing, and was found

to agree in the second after the Transit was over. At a convenient time

during the Transit I marked seconds from the dial on the chronograph,
which showed that the difference was only about 0-025., the delay in

marking and hearing compensating for the small amount by which the dial

beat from its construction preceded that of the clock : I have considered

the two practically identical. I had means for marking the time on the

chronograph, but I could not use the chronograph key and the micro-

meter at the same time, and in this case I had not time to get the key,

having continued observing cusp distances rather late. For this reason

too I observed the contact with the double image micrometer which, with

the first lens in use, gave a magnifying power of 128*4 : the shade of

dark glass (a wedge achromatized) was rather deep in order to reduce

the haze round Venus, and the points of the cusps seemed very fine. The
contact took place without any black drop or distortion : at the moment
it occurred I was endeavouring to get hold of the tappet or key,* and in

doing so, lost count, but I looked up at once at the dial (and allowed for

the lost time), when I was sure that the critical phenomenon had really

past without any of the peculiarities I had been led to expect,f This

estimated interval was three seconds, and I think that all causes of error

would be included in ascribing a probable error of two seconds to the

observation of time.

* I may mention to save question, that my eye never left the telescope, and that this was the cause of my fail-

ing to get the key, as I was obliged to feel for it only.

t Mr. Stone has written a paper (Royal Astronomical Society's Monthly Notices, December 1876) which leads

me to say that the time was not occupied from any uncertainty from penumbra, &c, but in scrutinizing to be sure

that there was a complete break without any phenomenon such as I had expected to see.
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The contact having passed, I proceeded to observe distances of the

Planet's limb from that of the Sun with the micrometer, as in the

following table :
—

Time

by Dial.
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Some time was now spent in discussing the appearances at the contact

and in sending a telegram to Captain Strahan at Lahore, warning him

that probably he would not see the phenomena which had been seen in

the model.

I then proceeded to take measures of the diameter of Venus. I had

intended to measure only horizontal diameters, so as to have them free

from refraction, and also to avoid, as far as might be, the tremor from the

air which was rapidly warming ;
but after half a dozen measures, I gave

this up, for the position of the micrometer required constant rectification

and I found that this caused slight changes of zero. I took to measures

of diameters in declination, as the direction of these was fairly near the

horizontal : and 28 of these were measured half on each side of zero : I

then measured 20 diameters in right ascension for a set, and afterwards

measured another set of 20 measures. The results of these measures

were communicated to the Royal Astronomical Society and published in

their Monthly Notices, Vol. XXXV, p. 345 : it is not necessary to give
the individual observations here. When this work was completed, Venus
was getting near enough to the Sun's limb to allow the distances of the

limbs to be measured, and I proceeded to make the measures which are

given in the following table :
—

Time

by Dial.
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I was obliged to stop early, in order to see that the chronograph strip

for my instrument was all right, to change the eye-piece, and prepare for

warning the photographers of the approach of the internal contact.

For observing the internal contact, I used a Huyghenian eye-piece

magnifying 204-5 times, with a smoke colored glass giving a yellow image
of the Sun, which I had found to suit with the model, and to give a singu-

larly clear contrast in the different parts of a sun spot. There was no

black drop or distortion
;
the image was, indeed, dancing from the state of

the air, but the cusps were quite fine, and I doubt if their thickness or

that of the last relic of the solar limb exceeded the small amount due to

the diffraction of the object glass. The contact was observed at i6h. 28m.

40s. by the dial, and I also marked on the chronograph for greater

exactness, but unfortunately one of the strips of paper had, in Captain
Heaviside's short absence to observe with the Royal Society's Slater

telescope, stopped the apparatus as I have before explained.

I then proceeded at once to change the eye-piece and observe mea-

sures of the chord joining the cusps. Unfortunately, changing the eye-

piece and focussing takes time, and thus the most valuable cusp measures

are lost. This circumstance, and also the few measures which are possi-

ble, while the distance is rapidly changing, are what have led me to

believe that many good photographs would be very desirable—

Dial Time.
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The report of the chronograph stoppage caused a slight confusion,

which made me measure all the early chords on the same side. Unfor-

tunately too the later measures are too far from the contacts to be useful ;

but I have used them for getting an approximation to zero which is tested

by the cusp measures. I have not thought it necessary to use refractions

where the direction was so nearly horizontal and the space so small.

The last contact was noted at i6h. 55W. 445. by the dial, and pricked

at the same precise second on the chronograph. I have marked in my
note book that "the error may be a second" for the impression of the

Planet was very clear to the last, but on consideration I have preferred

assigning a probable error of a second to the internal contact, and one

of two seconds to the external. Notwithstanding atmospheric tremor,

the vision was excellent, and the power and dark glass were as for inter-

nal contact.

As regards the measures : the best were certainly the diameters
;

next, the distances from limb, and lastly, the cusps : the great difficulty

arose from the continual dancing of the images, parallel and perpen-

dicularly to the line of separation, and, of course, this mainly affected the

measures between points. I imagine that this difficulty would apply

principally to a double image micrometer of this sort where each image
is made by half the object glass. Where the two images are formed by a

double refracting prism, they should be relatively steady, and if a satis-

factory micrometer of this sort were to be had, it would be better for

cusp measures, and probably for measures generally.

REDUCTION OF EQUATOREAL OBSERVATIONS.

The first step in this process was, of course, to get good interpola-

tion formulae. For this purpose the places and log distances of the

Sun and Venus were taken from the Nautical Almanac for each Green-

wich noon from December 5 to December 12, each co-ordinate being

represented by a series A + Bt + Ct3 + Dt3 + Et\ where the origin
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of t was taken at 8.5c!. and the unit was a mean solar day. The values

of the co-efficients were then determined by the method of mean squares,

which seemed as little laborious as any other procedure.* The formulae

obtained were then transformed for convenience into others where the

origin of time was I2h. of my clock, and the unit one of its seconds.

On comparing the places from these formulae with those given in the

Astronomer Royal's Tables, I found that the Sun's Right Ascensions were

too small by 2""o3. I have repeated the deduction of the formulae without

finding any sensible difference from my first values, but the error must lie

with me, for I have also computed the value from the Solar Tables directly,

and find it close to the Greenwich value as does interpolation with second

differences only. The other quantities I have found to agree with the

Astronomer Royal's values.

I have, therefore, corrected all my equations (as found in the com-

putations) for this error, and they will be given here so as to be compar-
able with those deduced under Sir G. Airy's supervision at Greenwich.

The general principles of the remaining calculations are those laid

down by the Astronomer Royal in his paper in Vol. XXXV, p. 277 of

the Monthly Notices, of which he kindly furnished me with an early

copy. In the formulae I shall use the following symbols :
—

IT is the mean Equatoreal Horizontal Parallax of the Sun. — "* .

7
2»

p is the Horizontal Parallax of the body at the time and place.

M. and 8 are the Tabular Right Ascension and Declination.

t the assumed sidereal time, and the Tabular Hour Angle.

L is the Longitude East, <f>
the Astronomical, and 4/ the Geocentric Latitude.

Accented letters denote apparent values.

The arbitrary corrections to the quantities are denoted by the sign a,

while the changes by change of epoch are represented by differential

co-efficients with respect to t.

Thus A/R is the correction to the Right Ascension for errors of

Tables, while
-5- is the motion in Right Ascension in one second of time.

The local sidereal time is thus T + At, and the complete value of © is—
© = 15T + 15 At - JR - AJR - (At - AL). ~.

* This procedure is very laborious and appears needless. My reason for adopting it was as follows :
—The

Astronomer Royal placed great stress on places being computed
" with the greatest precision

"
to o''*oi, and I saw no

other way of readily getting general accordance to this extent, M. Leverrier's Tables give perturbations, &c, only to

this amount, and the places of Venus would vary more than o"'io according to the mode of deduction.
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The Parallax in Right Ascension has been calculated from the formulae P
fi
=

p cos. <f>'
sin. © sec. 8. Hence its complete value is P^ + cos. $' sin. © sec. I Ap -

P^cot. © [IS At -AM- (At -AL) -*?]. And

apparent M = M + P^ + cos. $' sec. 8 sin. Ap + AM (i + P^ cot. © sin. i")

+ At [(i + P^cot. sin. i")
--— -

15 P^cot. sin. i"]

- AL (i + ?M cot. sin. i") *£.

The Parallax in declination is computed from the formulae—
tan. y — tan. $' sec. 0. PD o -/ sin. (y

-
8) cosec. y.

To get the complete value we have—
Sec.3 y. Ay = tan. $' sec. tan 0. A = tan. y tan. 0. A 0.

Ay = sin. y cos. y tan. [15 At - AM - (At - AL). -^].

= sin. y cos. y tan. © [(15
-
-^)

At - AM + AL **].

sin.
(y + Ay-8-AS- (At-AL) ^\

Complete Par. in Dec. = - (p+ Ap) sin. $' &
sin , (y + gy) .

"

= ^ sin. *'
sin.(y-j) - Ap sin. ^fr'*)

sin. y sin. y

- / sin. *' **L Ay. sin. 1.' + / sin. *'
cos

->-8)r
sin.

3
y sin. y

[AS + (At-AL)^3
sin. 1.*

Substituting now the value of a y, omitting the term involving —^

and also the last term of the complete value which is very small : we have—

Complete Par.in Dec. = PD +^ PD + / sin. <f>' sin. 8 ^^ (1 5- d* - dM) sin. 1.'
r p tan.y.

in which AM may also be neglected.

Thus appt. NPD = Tab. NPD _PD_^.PD _rJ*-i5/
sin. 4/ sin. 8 g^? sin. i"] At

at d^
1 AL

It"

Ap has in every case been converted by the proper factor into All.
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The contacts and measures of distance of Limbs have been con-

sidered as variations of the same thing.

Taking Diff.A = appt. A -
appt. A ?

and Diff. NPD = appt. NPD -
appt. NPD $ by the Tables we have-

tan. 4/ = -—-^ sin- appt NPD © sin. appt. NPD ?

= A
iff. NPD

Diff. A
Diff. NPD

and D' = appt. Distance of Centres = Diff. NPD sec. ty.

If we call the sum of the terms which are added to the difference of

Right Ascension as computed from the Tables vJR; vNPD the cor-

responding quantity in NPD
; vD' the consequent correction to D', and

4» and vi that to •
, ,

Diff. NPD. v & - Diff A v NPD.
Then we have sec. 4» V V = A

(Diff NPD) a

and v D' = - ^4 Diff. NPD v 4'+sec. * v NPD

= - A sin. 4/ v & + cos. ij/ v NPD

and thus have a complete value of the distance of centres.

The true semi-diameter of the Sun S has been derived from the

mean value used in the Nautical Almanac; or g6i-82' = [2*9830938].

The apparent semi-diameter—
S' = S. sj"-®'sin.NPry hag been conveniently got

sin. © sin. NPD
, , , . , c-/ 1 o , t> tt> change of log. sin. © for 10*
by taking log. S = log. S + Par. in A 2 s

+ Par in NPD changel°g- sin - NPD for Io/
'

10

For Venus I have used as a mean semi-diameter, the value deter-

mined by Mr. Stone, 8*472," which is near the value I have found by my
own measures. It is unnecessary in this case to consider the difference

of the true and apparent semi-diameters.

In the case of internal contacts, we have, of course—

D' + vD = S' + AS -
(<r + A<r) ;

<r being the semi-diameter of Venus.

For external contact D' + vD' = S' - AS + <r + A<r

and if it be the measured distance of limbs—
D' + vD' = S' + AS -

(0- + Cur)
- m.
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The micrometer-measured distances of limbs have been taken in

groups of four, the mean of the distances of the group being taken to corre-

spond to the mean of the times of observation. By this means all uncer-

tainty as to the slight changes of the micrometer zero have been avoided,

and in the first group at Ingress I have eliminated the semi-diameter of

Venus.

The following tables show the data used :
—

Near Ingress of Venus.

Mean Time by
Dial.
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Let 2c be the measured distance of the cusps,

Ac c
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LAHORE STATION.

Lahore, the Capital of the Punjab, was chosen as a secondary station

mainly because it was easily accessible by rail. To have gone further west

would have entailed carriage by carts, which would have taken a consid-

erable time, if the neighbourhood of Peshawar had been chosen
; and,

moreover, the further west we proceeded the greater seemed the chance of

the whole observations being frustrated by clouds.

The station chosen by Captain Strahan was in the compound (or

enclosure) of a house occupied by Dr. Calthrop, commonly known as

Mr. Elphinstone's house, and the property of His Highness the Maha-

rajah of Kashmir: the house is about 500 yards, N. N. W. from Govern-

ment House, and the data given by Captain Strahan will ensure the

identification of the places of the pillars (even if they be destroyed) as

long as the house stands, and with a little trouble at any time. The

equatoreal pillar was connected by a traverse with a temporary station

on a mound, called by Captain Strahan Donald Town Station, which,

again, was connected with three stations (secondary) of the Great Trigono-

metrical Survey, and with the site of a fourth which had been destroyed.

As the three known points are all spires of buildings, angles could not be

taken at them, but Majang Station (the destroyed one) is, Captain

Strahan has informed me, on a mound so limited that it could not have

been more than two or three feet away from the original position. I have

verified the position of Donald Town Station as follows. Captain

Strahan's observed angles give the means of deducing the positions both

of his station of Donald Town and also the point he assumed to be

Majang from the three undoubted points of the Great Trigonometrical

Survey, and consequently the distance and azimuth of Donald Town from

Majang Station admits of verification. I find—
1st.—Assuming that Captain Strahan's is the true Majang Station ;

Donald Town from Majang Station is 6517-1 feet at an azimuth at

Majang of 239 49' 05*.
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"2nd.—Interpolating Majang Station, and thence deducing Donald Town
;

Donald Town to Majang Station is 6518-1 feet at the same azimuth.

$rd.
—

Interpolating Donald Town and thence deducing Majang Station
;

Donald Town to Majang Station is 6S20"I feet, azimuth at Majang
239° 48' 57".

There can thus be no sensible uncertainty as to the place of Donald

Town.

From the mean of the last two values of the data and the Great

Trigonometrical Survey data for Majang Station, the position of Donald

Town is deduced as—

N. Latitude 31 33' 37-84'

E. Longitude 74° 22' 39-45*

and since the traverse shows the equatoreal to have been distant

from Donald Town Station 157 feet at an azimuth of 173 17', we

have for the position of the equatoreal by the Great Trigonometrical

Survey—

N. Latitude 31 33' 385**

E. Longitude 74° 22' 29-00'

The last quantity has to be decreased by 3' 01 *8* to reduce the

Great Trigonometrical Survey longitude to that which would be got by

using, as a normal value, the present accepted longitude of Madras.

Thus I get
—

Geocentric Latitude ... 31 23' 23-5* N.

Longitude ... 74 19' 27-2' E. = 4A. 57m. 17-81*. E.

The height I have assumed from the best data I can get as 920 feet above

the normal Ellipsoid of the earth, and hence ? = 9-9996209.

Captain Strahan determined his time with a transit instrument of

the Russian pattern belonging to the Great Trigonometrical Survey of
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India. It is made by Messrs. Cooke and Sons, and the vision is through
one end of the axis, the converging rays from the object glass being
reflected down the axis. The aperture was about three inches. Captain
Strahan reports the instrument very convenient to work with, but some-

thing led him to believe that the collimation correction was not constant,

and he made a series of determinations throughout a day, of which the

result seems to be that the position of the optical axis on the micrometer

frame for the wires depends on the temperature. It may well be so, as it

is hardly possible to conceive any mode of attaching a reflector in the

middle of the axis by which the elasticity of metal shall not be brought
into play, but while Captain Strahan's observations fully establish the

variability of the reading of the optical axis, they can, I think, hardly be

considered as exhausting the subject and proving temperature to be the

sole cause. The level correction is determined by the application of a

level to the pivots ;
these have been assumed to be equal, as it was found

that there was no considerable inequality ; it would be an improve-
ment to observe the wires by reflection. A 7-inch theodolite, by
Messrs. Cooke and Sons, was enclosed in a blackened wooden box

and used as a collimator. The Transit pier was 18 feet east of the

equatoreal pillar.

Captain Strahan was furnished with two Chronometers, a Solar and

a Sidereal. The Solar Chronometer was kept unmoved, and in as nearly

a constant temperature as possible, in order to furnish a check on the

Sidereal Instrument which was used in the Observatory where it was

exposed to considerable changes of temperature, but the comparisons
made three times a day and the rates from Transits unite to show that

the Sidereal Chronometer was quite trustworthy, and I have consequently

neglected the check one.

The following table shows the determinations of Chronometer cor-

rection to Sidereal time, and will be sufficient. I do not enter here into

detail as to the determination of instrumental errors, because the only
one as to which any doubt could exist is that of collimation, and in such

an instrument it would be difficult to give the means of re-determining
the error without drawings showing the parts of the instrument, or detail

descriptions such as I have not now the means of making ;
but the deter-
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initiations have been carefully deduced and verified by Captain Campbell
and myself:

—

Date.
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had had an equatoreal mounting made at the Roorkee Workshops, which,

though very rough and very heavy, was steady. A roughly-graduated

circle (for cutting the divisions on which I am indebted to the Mathemat-

ical Instrument Department in Calcutta), read by two Verniers, gave the

means of adjusting the polar axis to its proper position. A handle with

a Hook's joint enabled the observer at the eye-piece to keep an object in

the field, and another gave slow motion in declination : each handle

actuating an endless screw working in a racked circle.

Some days before the Transit, experiments were made as to the best

vision obtainable of spots on the Sun : it was found that an eye-piece

magnifying about 125 times and applied with a plane solar reflector to

the whole aperture gave the best results. Mr. Simms had sent an eye-

piece supplied with means for correcting the dispersion at low altitudes

and which was of higher power ;
this I had intended to be used, but the

telescope stand was not ready till it had to be packed up, and we had

no opportunity of trying the eye-pieces in position at Roorkee. On

trying this, it was found that when the solar reflector was interposed, it

would not come to focus
;

it was then too late to remedy what could

easily have been corrected if known in time.

Captain Strahan after stating the conclusions arrived at as to suit-

able arrangements for vision, says of the observations:—
"
Having assured myself on these points, and knowing that my

" attention would not be distracted by having any measurements to make,
"

I awaited the phenomenon without much anxiety. The weather on
" the morning of the 9th was most favorable. Ingress so far up-country
" as Lahore was not visible : and for about an hour after sunrise, the
" limbs of both the Sun and Venus were trembling considerably ; but as

"the Sun. got higher, the definition became better, till, about 15 minutes
" before contact, the edges of the two bodies were as hardly and sharply
" defined as the most sanguine observer could have wished.

" Your telegram had prepared me for the absence of the black drop,
" but not entirely for the appearance eventually seen. As the planet
" moved towards the Sun's limb, she appeared to push away his edge
" before her, the cause of which became evident in a few seconds

; the
"
planet's edge was, in fact, encircled by a ring of light nearly as bright
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"as the Sun, which prevented any contact, properly so called, from taking
"
place at all. The moment I have assumed for internal contact, and

" recorded as such, is No. 2 in the Sketch (not reproduced), when the
" Sun's light, unbroken by the ring of light, would just have grazed the
" limb of Venus : This appears in my note book as •

slight darkness
" between the limbs.' I have considerable confidence in the accuracy of
" this observation, as the limbs were beautifully steady and sharp, and no
" distortion apparent. There was no vestige of anything that could be
" called a black drop or ligament. The following* is a verbatim copy of
" the hurried notes made at the time" (the times given are chronome-

ter times) :
—

"
Slight darkness between the limbs at i6h. \yn. 22s.

;
some uncer-

"
tainty about the minutes ;f seconds correct, no black drop; the darkness

"
enveloped more of the limbs without increasing in depth (of shade) ;

no
" dark ligament occurred at all. After contact the limb of Venus outside
"

distinctly visible, owing to blight line of light round enveloping two-
" thirds of it. The part absent (nearly) being on the east side. At i6h.

"
igm. the light was round three-quarters of the limb of Venus, confirmed

"
by two spectators ; cusps absolutely and perfectly sharp. At i6h. 23m.

" the edge of light diminished to half the circumference of the western
" limb. The part of the planet outside the Sun was palpably darker
" than the sky ;

dense black background being purplish. Its shape in

" no way distorted, magnified or diminished. At i6h. 26m. the edge of
"
light was fading; at i6h. 31m. 15s. gone, traces occasionally seen again ;

" at i6h. 34m. 0555. edge again distinctly visible
;

at i6h. 37m. it extended
" round two-fifths of the circumference on the same part of the limb as

"before; at i6h. 38m. 155. visible as a glimpse only. External contact

" and total disappearance at i6h. \\m. 09s."
" An elaborate discussion of these observations would, perhaps, be

" out of place in this Report ;
but I am, nevertheless, tempted to offer a

" few remarks on appearances so unexpected. There can be little doubt
" that they point to the existence of an atmosphere round the planet, and
" there is certainly no a priori improbability in such an explanation. It

"
is difficult to account for the position of the strongest part of the ring

*
Captain Strahan here gives his correction of the chronometer, which is erron eous.

t Calculation shows the minutes correct.
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" of light being unsymmetrically situated with regard to the line joining
" the apparent centres of the Sun and Venus

;
but this is established

"
beyond all doubt—indeed, the most unpractised eye must have noted

" the circumstance. It will be observed that the brightest part of it

"
is almost exactly on the preceding portion of the disc reckoning along

" the line of the planet's motion ;
but whether this is a mere coincidence

" or a significant fact, is not readily apparent. The ring was visible up
" to the time of external contact, which enables one to make a rough
" estimate of the refractive power of the planet's atmosphere ; inasmuch
" as the minimum (?) duration of a solar ray reaching the observer's eye
" after refraction when Venus is at exterior contact must evidently be the
"
apparent diameter of Venus as seen from the Earth -f- the apparent

" diameter as seen from the Sun. This deviation, in the present case,
" amounts to about i' 27"."

As regards this last remark, the refraction deduced is but a small

part of what has been got before by other means.

From the corrections to, and rates of, the chronometer given before,

I deduce the following sidereal times of observation :
—

h. m. s.

Internal Contact—By Chronometer ... ... 16 13 22

Correction ... ... +1 1493

Lahore Sidereal Time ... ... 16 14 3693

k. m. s.

External Contact—By Chronometer ... ... 16 41 09
Correction ... ... + 1 1508

Lahore Sidereal Time ... ... 1642 2408

The reductions have been made in precisely the same way as those

at Roorkee ;
save that I have converted these sidereal times into Green-

wich mean time and used that for calculating places in the series.

In revising these calculations I found that I had inadvertently used

a longitude 4 seconds (or one minute of space) too small. The equations,

as quoted in the following results, have been corrected by the use of the

coefficient of AL and are now accurate.
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For the external contact at Ingress there are no observations. For

the internal contact I have the following :
—

1st.—The results of hour measures of the cusps near internal contact at

Roorkee.

2nd.—The observed internal contact at Roorkee.

ird.
—The measures of distance of limbs near contact.

Of these, it will be convenient to leave the cusp measures to be con-

sidered last—
ist.—Observed Contact.

The observed time was 12A. 42m. 30'os. ± 2'os., whence I deduce

the equation
—

7*58 ± 0*07 = -o'0335At + o-
r
033SAL - AS + Aa- + o64i8AiR ?

- 07182ANPD? +03338An

2nd.—Observed Distances of Limbs.

From these I deduce the following six equations of equal weight :
—

6*23 = -o*03i8At +o'o3i9AL -AS +o-6233A^R ? -0737IANPD?
+ o-2i84An

7"- 1 8 = -o'-03o6At +0*0307AL -AS + As- +06091 AM ? -07509ANPD ?

+ 0-I3I5AII

7*13 = -o"'0295At +o'o296AL -AS + A<r +05969AJR $ -07623ANPD?
+00588An

6'ti = -o'0278At +o'o279AL -AS +Ao- +05771 A^R ? -07801ANPDS
-oo57oAn

6'-5i = -o'0266At +o'o267AL -AS +A<r +05632AiR ? -0 79I9ANPD?
-oi358An

5*69 = -o*'0254At +o'-0255AL -AS + A<r +C549 1 A^R ? -Q8034ANPDS
—02i39An
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On looking over these results it is evident that the discordances are

mainly due to errors of observation. I have therefore after some con-

sideration preferred to deduce a probable error of result from these dis-

cordances. Taking the mean equation thus, I find—
6'47 ± 0*23 = -o'-0286At +0*0287AL +o-833Ao- -AS +0586sA^?

-07710ANPD? +oooo3An.

3rd.
—The cusp measures.

For the time of contact, calculated as I have explained from each of

the cusp measures, we get the following values :
—

h. tn. s.

12 42 44-6 +41480AC - 22461 Ao- +ox>nAS
42 420 +3r27oAc -i4-2i5A(r +0009AS
43 IO'O + 25084AC - 9738 Ao- + o -oo6AS (rejected).

42 393 +14-671 Ac - 3-643Ao- +0003AS.

It seems probable that the time in the third measure has been noted

wrongly half a minute : I prefer to reject this rather than apply any con-

jectural emendation. If there were any error of zero, then a sensible

value of Ac would exist, and the sign would differ in the central obser-

vations from that in the first and last. It is manifest that there is no.

such correction needed. In order to weight these equations, I assume that

one measure is subject to a probable error of half a second, which then is

the probable value of 2 Ac. Hence the probable errors of the retained

values are io-8s., 7
-

8s., and 375., and their weights may be taken as 1, 2

and 9 respectively. Hence the mean of the values will be—

\2h. 42*«. 40
-

2J. ± 32s. -6'973A(7 +0-005 AS.

As the observed time of contact was 12A. 42W. 30-05. we shall get an

approximate equation for this time by substituting in the contact equation

+ IO-2S. ± 3
-

2S. — 6-973 Ao- +0-005AS f°r At and restoring the term in At

which gives
—

7*-92 ±o'n = -o"-033SAt +o'033SAL +r234Ao- - roooAS +o64i8AiR$
- 07182ANPD? +03338An.
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I am very doubtful if the equations from micrometer measures
and those from actual observation of contact should fairly be combined
into one equation, but if we do so combine them, we have for their

weights—
Measures of limb distances ... ... i

„ cusp „ ... ... 4
„ observed contact .. . ... u

and the mean equation will be—
7'"S6 ± o'-o6 = -o*o332At -t-o*-0332AL -AS + ro68A<r + 06401 A^R?

-07197ANPD? +0-3263411.

This contact was also observed by Mr. Hennessey at Mussoorie, and

the data are fully given in Proceedings of the Royal Society, Vol. XXIII,

p. 379. I have computed a similar equation from these data
; only assum-

ing as the height of the station 6,850 feet, (for the same reason that I have

increased the levelled height of Roorkee) to get the increase to the Radius

Vector of the Normal Ellipsoid. I deduce the following equation :
—

1*30 ± 0*12 = -o"'0342At + 0*0343AL -AS + &r + 0-6496A^R ?

-07099ANPD? +0-3564AI7.

It will be seen that the observation by Mr. Hennessey differs a great

deal from mine, and can only be nearly reconciled with it by supposing an

error of three minutes of time in one of the Records. Now, I think, that the

accordance of the residuals from the various classes of observations may
be considered to be sufficient reason for trusting my own work ; but I have

conclusive evidence, I think, that the actual contact did take place at the

time I have noted very nearly. From Captain Campbell's Alt-Azimuth

Observations I have deduced errors of the tables in JR and NPD. These

give the following corrections of the tables :
—

AiR = 6*-5o2.

ANPD = - 2'247.

Also Mr. Dunkin states that the value of AS when the mean semi-

diameter of the Sun is assumed g6i"*82 is. —
o""53 from the Green-

wich Observations (Royal Astronomical Society's Monthly Notices, Vol.

XXXIII, p. 294), and I measured the mean diameter of Venus as 63 "'948,

whereas in computing I have deduced from Mr. Stone's value 64"* 10 ;

thus Ao- would be —
o"-o7&.

a
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Substituting these values in the above equations of condition for

contact at Roorkee and Mussoorie, we get—
At Roorkee ... 1*34 = -o'o335At + o'-o335AL +o\3338AIT.

At Mussoorie... -4*97 = -o*o342At +0*0343AL +o-3564An.

The discordance at Mussoorie seems unaccountable by any hypothesis

but that I have suggested. I may add that the published time is only

23 seconds later than that which is deduced from the Nautical Alma-

nac formula? of prediction, in which agreement it is, I believe, singular.

Mr. Hennessey assures me that there can be no error in the record

of observation, and I am quite at a loss to explain the phenomenon.*
At the egress of Venus from the Sufi's surface.

—I have, as at the

ingress, three classes of observation near the internal contact.

From the measures of limb distances I get the following equations

of condition which as before have equal weight :
—

3"-2o =o*-o27iAT -o'o275AL -AS+A«- -o-I454AjR? -09875ANPD 9
- 2 -2264All.

3'-04 =0*0287AT -o*o29oAL -AS+ Ao- -o-i67qA^R? - 09833ANPD?
-22291 An.

2*92 =o*-0298AT -o*o303AL -AS + Ao- -o-i858AiR? -09795ANPD?
-22275 An.

2*73 =0*0307AT -o'o3iiAL -AS+Aa- -o'i984AiR? -09766ANPD ?

-22245 An.

The mean value is—
2''97 ±o" - 10 =0*0291 AT -o*-0295AL -AS + Ao- -0'i744AiR°.

- 09817ANPD $ - 2-2269An.

of which I have derived the probable error from the probable error of

one measure as deduced from my measures of the diameter of Venus.

The observed internal contact gives the equation—
3*06 ±0*03 =oo344AT -o*0349AL -AS + Ao- -02551 A^R? -o-q6ioANPD?

-2i889An.
The cusp measures give as the values of contact time—
h. tn. s. s.

16 28 287 -24-567^ + 9-561 Ao- -O-0O6AS ± y6wt. 26

34-9 -29-o64A<: + 12772 Ao- -O-O08AS ± 44 »/. 17
26-8 -36704^ +i8 753Ao- -o -oo8AS ± 5'5 wt. \'\

*
Captain Campbell observed the contact within two seconds of my observation, but the small aperture he

used, and the high probable error I should have assigned, has made me leave this observation alone.
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of which the probable errors are derived from the assumption that a

single measure of distance has a probable error of o" -

3.

The mean of these values is—
i

h. m. s. s. s. s.

16 28 30-3 ± 2'5 +I2-444A<r -0-007AS

and I derive as before the equation of condition—
3"\39 ±o*-c>9 =o*0344AT -o"-0349AL + r428Ao- -AS -o'255iAiR?

- o-96ioANPD ? -
2-I779A1T.

The weights of these three equations of condition are, t, 11 and 1*2 }

and the mean equation resulting is—
3*08 ±0*03 =0*0340AT -o"-0345AL + 1-039Ao- -AS - 0-2506A^R?

-0-962IANPD? -2i9o8AIT.

Captain Strahan's observation at Lahore gives
—

3*-23 =o*0344AT -o'o349AL -AS +Ao- -025SiAiR? -o-96ioANPD$
-22641 AIT.

I should think that the probable error of this observation of time might

well be several seconds, but the class of observation is so different from

mine that I cannot assign a probable error to it with any confidence.

From Mr. Hennessey's observation of this phase at Mussoorie I

deduce the equation
—

3*77 ±0*07 =o*0344AT -o*0348AL -AS +Ao- -o-2542A^R? -0'96i2ANPD?
-2-2052 AIT.

External contact at Egress.

For this I have only the eye observations of each station. These

give—
1 st.—At Roorkee.

4"-88 ±o"-o8 =o-0399AT - 0*0405AL -AS - Ao- -o-3404A^R? -0'9294ANPD$
-2-0584AIT.

2nd.—At Lahore.

3*38 =0*-0400AT -o*-0406AL -AS -Ao- -0-3424^^? -09285ANPD?
-21492AIT.

yd.—At Mussoorie.

4*96 ±o"-04 =o'o399AT - 0*0405AL - AS - Ao- - 0-3405 AjR $ -09294ANPD?
-20725 AIT.
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Captain Strahan's observation is discordant : probably this is due to the

same cause which showed the bright line round Venus to him and none

to me.

It will be seen that the Egress observations point to the necessity

for a sensible decrease* in the semi-diameter of Venus, though Captain

Strahan's observations at Lahore would make the semi-diameter very

near what I measured it. I believe the solution of this small value must

be sought in the irradiation, which would especially affect the observa-

tion of the last contact and make it occur too soon, while Captain

Strahan's eye might have been guided by the fact that the disc of Venus

was visible outside the Sun.

It is more difficult to explain the fact, that while the cusp measures

point to a time of contact when to the eye the planet was entirely within

the Sun's disc, the measures of limb distances point to one when the

internal contact was visibly incomplete. A negative value of Aer would

increase the discordance and appears inadmissible in this case. If the

value of the micrometric screw were sensibly affected by temperature, we

should probably find the measured distances too small, though the

accordance of results would be greater if the measurements were some-

what increased. I see, however, no way of determining the effect of the

Sun's rays on the scale, unless the temperatures of the object-glass and

micrometer can be separately estimated : it is clear that a temperature

coefficient, derived from a general change in temperature of the whole

instrument, could not be relied on.

I am disposed to think, that where the spectroscope is not used,

external contacts should be observed with a pale dark glass, so as to

facilitate the seeing of Venus outside the Sun's limb, but that a smoke-

colored glass (brown yellow) as deep in tint as is convenient should be

used for internal contact to diminish, as far as may be, the irradiation

and the haze round the planet.
*

Allowing for the errors of place before given, I find for the semi-diameter of Venus—
By my direct observations... ... ... ... 3o"'Sy

h Mr. Hennessey's ... ... ... ... 3i"'i8

„ Captain Strahan's 3i"'70

Hence the mean semi-diameters would be—
8"- 160, 8"-342,.8"-379,

and the mean of all, 8 "'260,

not far from Eucke's determination from the Transit of 1761.
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Micrometer observations are certainly valuable as checks on the

direct observation
; whether they are sufficiently accurate and otherwise

suitable for combination must be determined from a larger experience
than that of one station, but the following conditions seem essential to

give them the greatest value in future Transits :
—

ist.—The plane glass reflector should not be cemented into its place,

but capable of expanding and contracting freely independ-

ently of the brass surroundings.

2nd.—Means must be supplied for determining the temperatures
of the object-glass and micrometer separately as a check-

on the scale value.

2,rd.
—As it is possible that any reflection may alter the working focal

length of the object-glass, it would be desirable that the

scale should be determined with the reflector in situ. If the

first of these conditions be fulfilled, the plane glass might be

temporarily silvered by Liebig's process, when it would be

possible to use stars for determining the scale, while the

removal of the silvering would make the reflector available

as usual for reducing the Sun's brilliancy and heat.

M
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THE ALT-AZIMUTH OBSERVATIONS AT ROORKEE.

These observations were so designed that if the photographic opera-
tions failed, there might still be a series of observations of the relative

position of the Sun and Venus throughout the Transit. I had many
reasons for doubting the full success of the photographic class of observ-

ations : their principle is of course sound, but the application of it

requires the solution of several problems which I think can hardly be

considered as having their difficulties cleared up even at this date : I

had no means of entering on them myself, and it was impossible to

get full information of what was the progress made elsewhere. From

my previous knowledge of the Alt-Azimuth I had very high ideas of its

probable accuracy when used as I have attempted to use it : I think now
these were too great, and my present experience has very much raised my
estimate of the accuracy to be attained by observations of contacts and

micrometer measures, so that I should now doubt whether any other class

of observations can compete with such as I took with the equatoreal

when the circumstances are favorable, but the various discussions as to

past Transits of Venus, and the accounts of Transits of Mercury (which

I never had any opportunity of observing with good optical appliances)

formerly threw great doubt on the adequacy of such observations for

Parallax determination.

As it was in any case necessary to employ the times of observations

in the reductions, I had determined to use these alone independently of

the divisions on the instrument's limb, making the observations strictly

differential. The accuracy with which the adjustments of a good Alt-

Azimuth can be made and their errors determined seemed to me to give

this instrument great advantages for making the requisite observations
;

and the instrument itself which was available was especially steady in

all its adjustments ;
it was the new Great Theodolite made by Messrs.

Troughton and Simms for the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India
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under Colonel Strange's supervision. I had no time, as it turned out, to

study the peculiarities of the instrument
;
but I was fortunate in Captain

Campbell, who was quite competent to work out all the details of my
general idea.

The instrument is described (so far as is necessary) in the Proceed-

ings of the Royal Society, Vol. XX, p. 317. It was mounted under a

revolving dome on a brick pillar capped with stone, and a platform was
constructed round the pillar to enable the Observer to reach the eye-end
of the Telescope with facility. The errors of the vertical axis were very
small and veiy steady for long times, so that it was considered safer to

trust to the instrument than to introduce the uncertainty of level readings.
The supports of the transit axis admit of no adjustment at all.

The neglect of reading the level along with the observations enabled

far more work to be done during a given time, and it had incidentally

another advantage : there was no necessity for a rigorous investigation of

the value of the level scales. If this had been necessary, it is doubtful if

it could have been carried out, as the levels were all found to have their

runs greatly varying with the temperature and unequal in different parts,

so that the difficulty of getting a sufficient number of observations at a

low temperature would have been very great indeed.

Of course it was of the first importance to protect the instrument,

while in use, from the direct action of the Solar rays, and for this pur-

pose the following arrangements were made by Captain Campbell. A
disc of millboard, 24 inches in diameter, was stiffened with brass, and so

fixed on to the object end of the Telescope that it could without difficulty

be removed and re-attached. The weight of this of course disturbed the

equilibrium about the transit axis, which was carefully restored by the

weights provided for balancing. A thick screen of cotton cloth was then

placed over the opening of the dome, so as entirely to prevent any rays

from the Sun passing it except through a hole 12 inches in diameter made

in it and which could be adjusted, by moving the whole screen, so as to

allow the rays to fall only on the object-glass and surrounding millboard.

A flap closed this hole when it was not wanted and completely shut out

the Sun: the result was quite satisfactory. The millboard of course

prevented the reversal of the Telescope while it was attached, and it thus
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became necessary only to reverse occasionally instead of after each com-

plete observation as would perhaps have been desirable, but this is of

small importance in such purely differential work.

Great care was taken to take the transits of the Limbs of the Sun
and Planet over the same parts of the wires, so as to remove any errors

from their position being slightly erroneous.

All the observations were registered on the chronograph, on which

one strip of paper was devoted solely to the instrument.

There were five vertical and five horizontal wires in the telescope

whose intervals were duly determined : those of the horizontal wires by
transits of a. Persei over them when near its greatest eastern elongation,

and those of the vertical wires by transits of small stars as near the

pole as the instrument could be conveniently set and near the meridian.

All the chronograph records were read by Captain Campbell and

verified by him afterwards, and before he left me he had aided me in the

computations as far as the bringing up of the wire intervals.

REDUCTIONS.

The general principle of calculation has been as follows :
—

It has been assumed that the instrumental corrections were so small

that they would not affect the differences of the times of transit of the

Sun and Venus over the wires; any small effect would be further reduced

by the occasional changes of face.

ist.—A very approximate time of transit of the centre wire has been

obtained for the centre of each body from the transits of

both its limbs over that wire with an allowance (in the case

of the Sun) for the change in the rate of motion which

could be inferred from the last computed observation
;

2nd.—For these approximate times of transit, the apparent places

have been computed in exactly the same way as for the

reductions of the observations already discussed ;
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yd.—The next step has been to compute the apparent zenith dis-

tance or azimuth, as the case might be, with factors for

the correction of the resulting value for corrections to the

time, longitude, mean solar parallax and (in the case of

Venus) to the right ascensions and declinations of the

tables ;

\th.
—By suitable formulae each Transit of a limb over a wire has

had deduced from it the corresponding time of Transit of

the centre over the central wire and a mean value of this

time has then been deduced
;

$th.
—By using the coefficient for a correction to time, the zenith

distance or azimuth at the assumed time has been reduced

to what it would have been if computed for the mean time

of Transit of the centre, and

6th.—As the zenith distances or azimuths were by observation the

same, the difference of the two computed values has been

made = o, giving an equation of condition.

If we call the Apparent Right Ascension JR. + V^'-
NP. Distance NPD' + VNPD '-

Sidereal time T + At and 0' = t — JR'.

Also $ the Latitude,

and tan. M = cot. NPD' sec. ©'.

we shall have—
.

L „_
, cos.(<f>

- M)cos.NPD' -/--a „jb>\ cos. $ sin. NPD' sin.0
Appt. ZD= cos. -' —i—51—

.

' + i5Ar-v.fl<) ? . „„*v sin. M sin. appt. ZD.

_ NpD , cos, g sin. NPD'
(

NpD ,

qq^ & _ tan
}

sin. appt. ZD
v '

of which the first term is the Tabular Zenith distance which is used in

the denominators of the other terms.

So also—
a a • i.u .

cos. 4 tan. 0' sin.3 Az. cos. $ nXIpn
Appt. Azimuth = tan. -' ——

2, =-=- -
. a XTT>rt> .

—^-VNPD^^
sin. ($

- M) sin.
2 NPD sin.

+ (15 At - yJR) sin.z Az. sin. <p [1 +cot. Az. cot. ©cosec. $].

N
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In computing both these I have used in getting the co-efficients, the

logarithms taken out for the computation of parallax which correspond
to the true values instead of those for the apparent values.

For reducing the transits of limbs over wires, and the transits of

centre over middle wire, I have used the following formulae :
—

ist.—For transits over the horizontal wires—
Let ? be the apparent Zenith distance at transit of a centre wire.

8 and
O
the Declination and Hour Angle at the same instant.

C the distance of the wire from the centre wire.

5 the semi-diameter of the body.

A = i + 2 p p cos. S' sin. I*
^ where/ is the Equatoreal Horizontal

B= l + 2 p p sec. ^ sin. i* j Parallax of the body.

a =T?--jir'> ^~ I 5--r-'> and / = the interval of time between the
at. at.

observed transit and that of the

centre at the centre wire.

Then—
/ = sin. g C ± S

IS A cos. 8 cos. $ (i
-

a) sin. O
- b (i

- tan. S cot.
<fs

cos. @ )

_ JL5_ cos.
o
- B cot. g cosec. g cos. 8„ cos. $ sin.2 Q„ /t

.

2
'

{i -a) sin. O
- b (i

- tan. 8 cot. $ cos. ©
)

' "* ~
; '

where the / approximately computed from the first term is

used in the second.

2nd.—And for reducing transits over a side wire to the centre vertical

wire, I have used the following formula :
—

i C ± S

IS
'

«[cos. pcos. 8 -sin. psin.S cos. (0O -S)] -
(i -a) sin. p cos. 8 sin. (0O -S)

, _l£_
cos. (0O

-
S) sin, p sin. 8 J

2
'

«[cos. p cos. 8 - sin. p sin. 8 cos. (0O
-

3)]
-

(i
-

«) sin. p cos. 8
o sin. (0o

-
$)

' ^~ a
>

/t sin - J

where n = —7— ; cos. p = - sin. Az. cos. $ ; and cos. d = - tan. & cot. p.
15 «t r

The following Abstract of one of these calculations will make the

procedure more plain : I have given the figures as affected by the error

/ =
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in the Solar Right Ascension which, as I have explained, have been

allowed for in the results in all other places :
—
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Appt. NPDist. was ... 112 37' i5*-6i
- o-oi25At + o-oi32AL + 23749^!

+ ANPD.

„ Zen. Dist. „ ... 77° 24' oi"-8o - 105965AT + 00269AL + 3-6871^11

+ 07047AiR + 06458ANPD.

h. in. s.

Mean of Transits from 1st Limb 13 06 5774) , , ..J
/-clock time.

2nd „ 13 06 57-50)

General Mean ... 13 06 5762

At which moment—
Appt. Zen. Dist. ? = 77 24' o2"'65 + 0-0269AL + 36871 AIT + 07047AM

+ 0-645 8ANPD.

Hence*—
o"-6o = o-o6i6AL + 26972 AFI + 07047AM + 0-6458AN PD.

The observations were of three classes—
Complete Observations.—Where both limbs of both bodies were

observed over all the five wires (whether Vertical or Horizontal)

of the instrument.

Imperfect Observations.—Where both limbs of the Sun were ob-

served over all the wires, while Venus was only observed in part,

observations of one or both limbs over some wires being

missing.

And a few observations which were rejected as too imperfect to be

worth reducing.

It is manifest that the error of tabular semi-diameter could produce

no effect on Jhe complete observations, and that these would, except a few

when the Sun was very low, all be of the same weight. But in the case

of the imperfect observations it was necessary to consider that the diame-

ter of Venus seen with the small aperture of the telescope might be very

sensibly different from the assumed value, and that such a difference

would affect the deduced time of Transit of the Planet's centre. More-

over, the observations would all be of less weight than the complete

observations, and vary somewhat in weight.
* The corrections to time have been omitted.
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The 30 complete observations were therefore reduced first, and the

result showed that the apparent semi-diameter of Venus was in fact i"*5o

smaller than it had been assumed, the observations being very accordant,

considering their class. This reduction was then applied to the Tabular

value in computing the 8 imperfect observations, which may, I think, now
be considered as free from any error from this cause.

I thus obtained 38 equations of condition involving the same correc-

ions to the elements and place of observation as before, and also cor-

rections to the mean times of transit of the bodies observed.

Of these there were 17 from complete, and 5 from imperfect, observa-

tions over the horizontal wires, and 13 from complete, and 3 from imper-

fect, observations on the vertical wires, the incomplete observations

being about the middle of the Transit.

To form normal equations I have divided the complete observations,

so far as they go, into groups of 5. Two complete and five imperfect

observations on the horizontal wires have been combined to form one

normal equation, and three imperfect observations in the middle of the

Transit over the vertical wires have been combined with three complete
ones near the end for another group.

I have thus obtained the following seven normal equations>in writing

which I have here omitted the terms depending on correction, to the

time :
—

o-ji6oAM + o*6309&NPD + 27134411 + 0*0621AL - 1*79 = o (+1-45)

0-67yoAJR + 0*6796ANPD + 2*6573 AIT + 0-0602AL -
3"*92 = o (-1-05)

o-6239A^R + 0-7367ANPD + 2*58oiAIl 4- o*o573AL - 2*-20 = o
(+ 0-20)

o-^o^oAM + 0-8335ANPD + 2
-

4336AIl 4 o*o504AL -
o"-92 = o (+0-49)

i-0286A^<. - o -

39i5ANPD 4- o*oo33AIl 4- o*o667AL -
7**33 = o (4-0-24)

i-©349AiR - o-4424ANPD + 0*0037 AIT + o*o663AL -
7**48 = o

( + 0*24)

i*0976AzR - C3252ANPD 4- 0*0027 AIT + 0*0728AL -
8**2j = o (-0*38)

of which I consider the first equation to have only half the weight of the

rest, owing to the Sun's low altitude.

From these in the usual way I get the following two equations for

determining A/R ? and ANPD ? ,
which alone can be got without refer-

ence to other stations :
—

4*5645AJR 5 4- 0*2361ANPD ? 4- 5*i334An 4- 0*3302AL -
29**J48 = o.

0*2361 AiR? + 2-2536ANPD? 4- 6*159^11 4- o*o558AL + 3
#
*528 = o.
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whence—
AiR 9 m 6"'502

-
0*071 AL - o ,

989An. p. e. = ± o'-^n.

ANPD? =-2" -

247 - o-oiyAL - 2-629An. p. e. = ± o'^g.

These probable errors are deduced by neglecting the terms in aL and

An, and the residuals on the same condition are given at the end of each

equation in brackets.

From these I deduce the following corrections to the place of Venus

in geocentric longitude and latitude—
Corrn. to Longitude = 5*757 ± 0*290 - 0067AL - ri65AIl

„ Latitude = 2*"82o ± o"-^$%
- o-onAL + 2*528 AIT.

In which the Sun's place has been assumed to be accurate.

These values differ a little from those I have given elsewhere from my
having gone over the whole solution of the equations again, finding a

small error in work which I had been unable to get checked by an inde-

pendent computer.
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